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Foreword

We commissioned research into Birmingham’s community food growing projects September 
2014 as we wanted to capture what’s happening. This report of  that work has been written 
with a number of  very different audiences in mind:

➡ Individuals who want to know how to get involved in growing food

➡ Organisations or individuals who want to start a food growing project and want to 
learn from a successful one in action

➡ Organisations who want to find out who else is doing what so they can learn and 
share

➡ Researchers interested in the field who want to know where to start

➡ Policy and decision makers interested in community food growing and how it may 
benefit the population 

It demonstrates the glorious variety of  organisations and individuals growing food in and around 
Birmingham and has begun an important analysis of  the similarities and differences among them. In 
addition, the detailed descriptions of  food growing places and the accounts of  the interviews with the 
people involved give life to to all this information we’ve gleaned and, I would argue, show what’s really 
going on.

It’s important we take on board what we’ve found out, and regularly update our knowledge. A lot of  
time, energy and money can be wasted by new projects being started rather then existing work being 
supported. 

Some projects survive thanks to the commitment of  a few unpaid, all-to-often unsung individuals, 
leaving the project vulnerable to sheer exhaustion or volunteer life changes. Some are dependent on 
sponsorship by a larger organisation that raises funds to pay staff  and keep the project going, usually 
with additional ‘outcomes’ such as training, education or therapeutic benefits.

What next? We’re planning  to enter the detailed information generated by this research into a live 
database on the Growing Birmingham website. The gaps can then be filled in and information checked 
regularly. 

We are also planning to disseminate this information about community food growing across 
Birmingham and beyond.

Caroline Hutton
Birmingham Food Council 
May, 2015

Frontispiece image by Kevin Bloomfield, taken on the Livingstone Road Allotments site
cropped and reproduced here under a creative commons licence.
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A note from the researcher
My sincere thanks to the people in the city who enabled this research to happen. First, to Caroline 
Hutton for raising the idea, following it up right through to various discussion, planning and revision 
meetings. 

There are others who were instrumental in making the research project happen, Kate Cooper as well 
as Caroline from the Birmingham Food Council, also Chris Blythe, Hywel Williams and Jayne Bradley 
Ghosh for having moved it along in different ways and at different times.

And, of  course, special thanks are due to all the people who set aside time to talk about all the 
variety and richness in community food growing in Birmingham:

What follows is a sample survey of  community-based food growing projects around Birmingham, 
carried out over four months from October 2014, and based on desk research, discussions and face-to-
face interviews with the people listed above.

It’s a sample survey in two senses: First, the number of  respondents is but a tiny sample of  what’s going 
on in the city. Secondly, the speed of  working meant that I took a relatively superficial sampling of  the 
wealth that so many of  these projects have.

I hope the result provides:

➡ an introduction to the range of activities around the city

➡ a contribution to identifying further requirements for research along the same lines

➡ a prompt for people to visit and engage with those who are running these projects, 
and others of these kinds.

The most distinctive and compelling part of  the research was the enthusiasm and narratives told by the 
workers themselves, which may not have made it on to paper as reliably and often as I’d like. I hope, 
though, that some of  their energy comes through the project descriptions.

If  it hasn’t, do visit any or all of  these projects to see what I really wanted to get over to you.

David Papadopoulos
Researcher

✦ Hywel Williams, Balsall Health City Farm
✦ Chris Morris, Birmingham Botanical Gardens
✦ Jean Sheldon, BITA Garden Pathways
✦ David Howell, Castle Bromwich Hall & Gardens 

Trust
✦ Jayne Bradley Ghosh, Edible Eastside
✦ Felipe Molina, Food Forest Brum
✦ Martyn Reeve, Growing Gains
✦ Felicia Grice & Alan Bale, Kingstanding Food 

Community
✦ Phil Kelsall, Kinmos
✦ Rob Tilling, Let’s Grow Together
✦ Rob Hewitt, Livingstone Road Community 

Allotment

✦ Caroline Hutton, Martineau Gardens
✦ Bob Tyler, Roots and Renewal
✦ Tim Bottfield, Salop Drive Market Garden 

(Growing Opportunities/Ideal for All)
✦ Eunice McGhie-Belgrave, Shades of Black
✦ Monica Lee, Stanhope Community Garden
✦ Chris Blythe, TCV Health for Life
✦ Linda Hines, Witton Lakes Cottage Orchard and 

Community Garden, The Velvet Community 
Orchard

and
✦ Veronica Barry, BCU PhD researcher, formerly 

Growing Opportunities

There are a series of images on the following pages. Unless otherwise stated, we found them on the 
websites of the places mentioned. We trust that we can use them under a creative commons licence or 

similar. If this is not the case, please let us know and we will remove them from this document immediately.
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PART ONE: The community food growing projects

1	
Mapping community food growing
We’re aware that there isn’t a comprehensive map of  where community food growing projects are 
in the city —the map below shows which locations David went to during his research (indicated 
blue triangles) as well as all other community horticultural plots already (literally) on a map. 

1.1	
What community food growing projects there are in Birmingham

What follows is a list of  all the community food growing projects we found out during this 
research. Those in this san serif font are featured in section 1.2. All are within Birmingham, but 
for Ideal for All, which also features in section 1.2.We haven’t included growing plots in schools, 
although nearly all primary schools and some secondary schools in the city have them. Nor have 
we included allotment sites, other than those that feature in section 1.2.

In section 1.2, we give much more detailed information about individual projects, information 
gathered by David during his research. 

In section 1.3, there is an account of  two interviews, with Rob Tilling and Veronica Berry, both of 
whom having been closely involved with various community food growing projects across the 
conurbation.

In section 1.4,we list the allotment sites in Birmingham, Sandwell, Solihull and Walsall.
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1.2 More info about individual projects

This is the section where there is much more detailed information about individual projects, 
information gathered by David during his research. 

Ace Resource Centre (BCC)
Allens Cross Lower Tinkers Farm 
Allotments
Aston Villa Roots and Renewal
Balsall Heath City Farm
Barlow Road Community Market 
Garden (i4a)
Billesley Lane Allotments
Birchfield Library (BCC)
Birmingham Botanical Gardens
Birmingham EcoPark
Bishop Latimer Community Garden
BITA Garden Pathways
BITA Park Lane Garden Centre
Blakesley Hall Historic Orchard
Bloomsbury Library
Bournville Village Trust 
Brandwood and Coxmoor 
Community Garden
Brookfield Community Grow Space
Brownfield Road Allotments
Calthorpe Youth Project
Castle Bromwich Hall and Gardens 
Trust
Castle Vale Community Grow Space
Church Orchard
City Hospital Community Garden
Civic Centre Residents Association 
Grow Space 
Claremont Road 
Cleveland Tower
Concrete to Coriander (closed)
Coplow Street Community Grow Site
Cotteridge Park Community Orchard
Crompton Road
Digbeth Community Garden
Diggin’ Generations
Edgbaston Guinea Gardens
Edible Eastside
ENTA (closed)
Fisherwick – Woodhouse Farm
Food Forest Brum
Four Seasons Garden Project 

Freshwinds Community Garden
Friends of Hazelwell Park
Geach St
Gerrard Close
Green Lane
Green Meadow Road Community 
Allotment
Gro-Organic, The Green Academy
Grove Road Estate Community 
Garden 
Growing Gains
Grow It sites in Ladywood (GEML)
Growing School
Highbury Orchard
Holy Trinity Urban Farm
Ideal for All - Growing 
Opportunities (actually in Sandwell, 
Salop Drive)
Jericho Foundation
Kingstanding Food Community
Kinmos
Kinver Croft
Kushinga Community Garden 
Ladywood Community & Health 
Centre 
Ladywood Fire Station 
Land next to ETAP hotel
Livingstone Road Community 
Allotment
Londonderry Community Hub
Long Acre Nechells
Mallard Close Community Orchard 
Malthouse Gardens (Ideal for All)
Manor Farm Park
Martineau Gardens
Masefield Community Garden 
Midland Heart Housing 
Mini Eden Project 
Mount Pleasant 
Mount Pleasant School Farm 
My Time 
Nechells Green Community Centre 
(BCC) 

Nechells Green Garden Centre 
(closed)
Nechells Play Centre 
Nechells Play Centre, Aston Church 
Road 
Nechells POD 
Northfield EcoCentre Garden 
Optima Housing 
Outdoor Learning Service 
Park Lane community grow site 
(closed)
Perry Hall Park Helping Britain 
Blossom Project
Place of Dreams (POD) 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital Orchard
Rathbone Garden Centre (closed)
Richmond Community Garden 
Salop Drive Market Garden
Shades of Black
SIFA Fireside 
Soho Urban Roots Community 
Garden 
Spring to Life 
Springfield Project Community 
Garden
Stanhope Community Garden
Sunshine community garden
The Ark, Summerfield Community 
Grow Site 
Springfield Project Community 
Garden 
Urban Veg/Winterbourne House and 
Garden 
Velvet Community Orchard
Ward End Park Community Grow 
Space 
Wattville Road 
Witton Lakes Cottage and 
Community Garden
Woodgate Valley Urban Farm 
Youth Organic Environmental Project, 
Uplands Allotment 
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Balsall Heath City Farm

People

Farm staff  have some duties in the wider Trust, and some teaching staff  from St 
Paul’s School have assisted at times. Staff  members are paid.

Currently there are three volunteers. Occasionally parents and children get involved. 
Volunteers tend to average two a year and come for a variety of  reasons such as 
therapeutic time away from home, college students and unemployed people gaining 
experience, some on placement as with community payback workers. 

Work

The bulk of  the work is carried out by paid staff  and regular volunteers. The focus 
of  their work is on animals, feeding them, cleaning pens, collecting eggs.

Fruit, veg and herb production is mainly in a 4x4 bed, and some smaller planters 
nominally tended by nursery school staff  and children.

The orchard space, set up by Chris Duggan as part of  Balsall Heath Jungle,  gets 
occasional attention, and is harvested by all. 

Nursery beds were set up in 2012, a herb bed in 2013 after an Incredible Edible 
presentation.

The farm derives some session income from weekly school visits.

Organisation

The farm is managed by the CDT Farm and Environment team with support from 
volunteers, apprentices and people on work experience and Community Service.

What works

The farm is supported by the parent organisation with dedicated staff. The farm is widely valued. 
Generations of  people have visited it and continue to do so as a low cost local resource for 
families, and a bit of  country life in the city. A ‘free range’ herb bed established in 2013 is self-
tending and in good condition. The major costs are labour, feed and maintenance provided by 
the parent organisation.

An after-school garden club is being considered, as are activities involving parents, such as Green 
Wellies.

What doesn’t work

The nursery school garden, due to a lack of  dedicated carers. It’s nominally tended by school 
staff, but their contribution is inconsistent owing to work pressures and staff  turnover. The beds 
are infant-sized, and easily neglected. The outdoor education is limited to Forest School, which 
has no link to gardening.

The Big Dig

Birmingham has been a Big Dig city since 2012. It is a national campaign 
run by Sustain to encourage more people to volunteer at community gardens 
and food growing spaces. In the three years Birmingham has been taking 
part, over 40 gardens have opened their doors to the public, involving over 
300 volunteers.

Hywell Williams
St Pauls Community Trust, 
B12 8NJ
St Pauls School Allotment
Website: http://
www.stpaulstrust.org.uk/
community/balsall-heath-city-
farm/

n

Active since 1980 
n

Area under cultivation: 800m2

note: The growing area used 
by One Plot is managed by St 
Pauls

n

The farm includes bird pens 
(8x4,m 4x4m, 20x4m), raised 
beds, orchard area (20x1m) 
and a grazing pen

n

~ 24 chickens, 12 waterfowl.
Sheep enclosure 25mx30m
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Birmingham Botanical Gardens

Description

Their Growing Schools garden includes several espaliered trees and some raised beds, 
but the fruit and veg aren’t harvested during the school year and may be left on the 
stem for observation purposes.

The plot used by NVQ students is used for creating displays.

The aim of  the Gardens are to show how teaching and learning can take place 
outside the classroom, within school grounds and in a wide variety of  places and 
spaces beyond the school. Key components of  the Gardens include glasshouses, a 
stumpery and evolutionary garden that explores geological history and the evolution 
of  plants and animals, an aquatic garden, a wildlife area including a butterfly and 
bee border, willow sculptures, bird feeders and nest boxes, a storytelling area and a 
music area.

They have a dedicated Study Area for school and college students. Birmingham 
Metropolitan College run horticulture and conservation courses here, including 
RHS accredited courses and, from September 2014, Forestry and Aboriculture 
courses.

BITA Garden Pathways

Description

This project has gone through various changes since its inception in 2002. A Big 
Lottery and Sports Relief-funded scheme called Healthy Living  was set up around a 
range of  activities for BITA users including walking, allotment gardening and 
cooking. The idea behind the programme was to provide an integrated focus on diet, 
exercise and guidance on health issues. When that funding expired in 2013, the 
allotment project continued on its own.

During this period, BITA also started a social enterprise doing landscape 
maintenance which eventually grew to take a lot of  management time. In 2010, four 
of  the core allotment volunteers took on other commitments, so the allotment team 
shrank to two regular volunteers. They continued to work 1-4 days per week, which 
included proving agree quantities of  produce for on-going chutney production 
business within BITA.

So in the space of  10 years, the Healthy Living programme has established itself, 
then narrowed focus to the allotment and chutney schemes, while levels of  support 
have varied with changes in funding and staffing. The following excerpts from an 

independently-conducted project evaluation (MEL, 2012) help frame a view of  this project as 
therapeutic combination of  being outdoors, doing valued work, and enhancing participants’ 
health.

There is an excellent evaluation of  the Garden Pathways project on the BITA Pathways web site, 
http://www.bitapathways.co.uk/resources/general-resources.php

This tells of  improvements not just in mental well-being and physical health, but in diet, sense of  
accomplishment, feelings of  connectedness, and increase in knowledge of  the outdoors and 
gardening.

Workload

Volunteers work on the allotment as a largely autonomous group; some coordination occurs at the 
office, and occasionally on site. 

Chris Morris
An educational charity on 
Westbourne Road, B15 2TR
Website 
birminghambotanicalgardens.
org.uk/

n

The Gardens opened in 1832
n

Two areas within the Gardens 
have an educational or 
community emphasis:
The Growing Schools demo 
garden
A plot ~10mx10m used by 
NVQ horticultural students

Jean Sheldon
Website: http://
www.bitapathways.co.uk/our-
social-enterprises/garden-
services.php

n

Active since 2002
n

Area under cultivation: One 
hectare, comprising two large 
allotment plots at Moor 
Green
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Jean is paid staff  at BITA Pathways, with 
responsibility for several projects and social 
enterprises. Volunteers can claim expenses up 
to £5/day 

The allotment group is largely able to carry on 
under its own initiative, but that the initial 
setup and some aspects of  the project need 
ongoing managerial attention. 

There are management tasks to do with 
ensuring integration of  activities, e.g. making 
sure each person experiences a range of  
connected activities. Other tasks include 
recruiting, monitoring, making programme 
adjustments, and seeing that participants are 
having a meaningful experience.

Metrics: Produce & income

Although precise figures for gross sales were unavailable to me, most of  the income comes from 
chutneys and pickles. Other veg is taken by volunteers for personal consumption.

Metrics: Activity and other outcomes

Allotment volunteers vary their hours according to personal preference; they seem to spend 
several days a week on site. The motives seem fairly complex, including a variety of  intangibles to 
do with feeling productive, learning and practising skills, engaging with others, and varying one's 
routine. The commitment to providing a set amount of  produce also seems to be a contributing 
factor. More broadly, the therapeutic aims of  the Garden Pathway project include improving 
feelings of  social inclusion, confidence, and life skills; this self-managed allotment group have 
accomplished these aims admirably.

What works

There are some broad points to take from the experience of  this project over the years of  its 
existence. One of  these is using indirect methods to attract and engage people in activities that 
might seem daunting as a newcomers; they include presenting options in easily manageable 
portions, making sure it's clear there's a lot of  support, and in some cases starting by doing 
something else that's then linked to the core activity. An example of  this last method is in the 
setting up of  a Plate-to-Plot scheme where meals are linked to food preparation, and in turn to 
food growing. 

i.e. What really works is tailoring activity to each individual's ability to take on a challenge, absorb 
information and put it into practice to keep things interesting and appealing. 

n

Civic Centre Residents’ Association GrowSpace

Notes from Jean Varney, one of the organisers

In the spring of  2010 it was proposed by the Residents’ Association in that a growing area should 
be developed for the use of  residents. We selected a site and had meetings to decide upon the 
design of  the raised beds. In September 2010 the Chair of  the meeting was asked to cost the 
whole venture ready for applying to the Lottery Commission for a grant. 

In January 2011 we received all the money we requested and work began to erect the raised beds 
with the help of  the lads on a work scheme, and John Seal from Ross on Wye, the supplier of  the 
raised beds. As a committee, we had been working very closely with Carillion, the builders of  the 
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new library and when their project manager knew what we were doing he promised to provide 
100 tons of  top soil and to have a fence erected round the garden. Birmingham Parks and 
Nurseries also gave us help when it was needed. In fact we were overwhelmed by the help we had 
– we only had to ask.

On Saturday, 9th April 2011 the Lord Mayor of  Birmingham kindly 
opened the garden — but gardening had already begun with three 
children and 13 adults, one of  whom was disabled. We were on our 
way! 

Soon after the opening, vegetable production had begun and we very 
quickly planted a wild flower patch, developed a soft fruit bed for 
everyone to use and planted some flowers for all-the-year colour. 

Over time we have planted a mixed hedge that soon will need laying, 
have planted willow and every autumn have done some willow 
weaving under the instruction of  Lee Southall. We have a Bramley 

Apple tree but no fruit yet! Wild life has not been forgotten as there are bird and bat boxes in the 
garden. There is always work to do in the garden even if  it is only to turn the compost in the bins.

Castle Bromwich Hall and Gardens Trust

Description

Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens is a charitable trust that occupies about 4ha of  the 
Grade II* listed grounds around the privately-owned Castle Bromwich Hall. 

David Howell chairs the Garden Committee as a volunteer, trained as a 
horticulturist through BCC, and has long experience as an estates manager at 
central Birmingham university campuses. 

Within the gardens, the orchard is laid out in two distinct areas, and along several 
bits of  wall or trellis. The trees are mainly apples, along with stone fruit and nuts. 
Some of  the formal garden beds have been given over to vegetable plantings, most 
notably the Batty Langley Vegetable Garden at the southwest corner of  the walled 
gardens. Altogether, the food producing areas amount to about 0.5ha. 

The Gardens also have multiple structures, ranging from the historic orangery (two 
buildings nearly opposite each other with a neat optical illusion reflecting the new 
understanding of  physics at the time of  their design) to new build wooden office 
cabins, older portacabins, several sheds and an open-air classroom. It is very well set 
up. 

Given the policy of  using historic plant species, both fruit and vegetable plantings also reflect 
some traditional management techniques. This has implications for low-energy and sustainable 
garden practices. 

Workload 

2 full time paid gardeners, prospectively 
hiring a part-time (0.6) garden manager.

Approx 40 volunteers for CBHGT, about 25 
of  whom focus on garden work. Additional 
volunteers participate through programmes 
like youth challenge schemes. 

The intensive food garden work requires a 
full month of  days in any given year.

The main tasks are: bed preparation & 
tending, tree pruning, harvesting, displays, 
replacement of  weak trees, propagation. 

David Howell
Chester Road, Castle 
Bromwich, B36 9BT
Website: http://
www.cbhgt.org.uk

n

The Trust was launched in 
1985

n

Area under cultivation: 0.5 
hectares
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Specialist skills are needed, as is co-ordination and scheduling of  tasks.

The way this work gets done is subject to considerable variation, given the availability of  
volunteers. 

Metrics: Produce & income

Produce is not sold with any predictability or regularity. Much of  it is donated, or swapped with 
fruit from other orchards (for example, BMAG property at Blakesley Hall, Hanbury Hall, the 
Worcestershire property belonging to the National Trust, and Hill Close Gardens in Warwick. 
Some of  it goes into the CBHGT kitchen. 

As an indicator of  the quantities that can be produced, the apple harvest in 2014 filled 30 bushel 
crates (~50cm3).

What works

Volunteer recruitment is moderately successful, though the gardens require far more labour than 
is currently available. To address this, CBHGT have agreed to hire a Gardens Manager (see 
above) with responsibility for fundraising and project development. That post is about to be filled. 
A new management and volunteer recruitment scheme should become evident during 2015.

The Trust in its time has set up a horticultural training scheme, and has also worked with 
jobseekers where possible. 

Significance

a) Exceptional elements of  size, longevity, cultural heritage and horticultural expertise

b) Situated on the boundary of  Solihull & Birmingham with good road access

c) Potential as a training and community centre

d) Financially sustained through mix of  fundraising, memberships, events & sales

Edible Eastside

Description

Of  the project, Jayne says:

Our aim is to integrate food systems into our thinking about urban environments 
and explore a new aesthetic for productive landscapes. Artists are integral to our 
programme. We plan to offer many opportunities for artists to develop their practice 
in the context of  environmentalism and urban change. 

We love cooking and make sure people know what to do with their food once they 
have grown it. We supply Kitchen School's vegetables (our sister project). We offer 
spaces to restaurants to grow their own for their summer menus.

Jayne has run Edible Eastside for a few years, and is rethinking the scope and focus 
of  the project, partly in order to reduce overheads and keep the project on a 
sustainable footing. At present, she works with colleges, individuals and restaurants/
catering services to supply commercial kitchens.

Jayne Bradley Ghosh
122 Fazeley Street, B5 5RS
Website: http://
www.edibleeastside.net/

n

Open to the public during the 
summer season, 1100-1600 
until the end of October

n

Area under cultivation: 0.1 
hectares of former industrial 
land, now converted into a 
pop-up ‘edible park’ using 
temporary containers and 
raised beds.
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Food Forest Brum

Description

Food Forest Brum started about 2 years ago through a grant-funded scheme 
managed through Spring to Life by Felipe Molina. The first year funding allowed 
Felipe to promote and support creation of  localised project groups, including the 
provision of  training sessions, site visits, plant distribution and other events for 
interested participants. 

A helpful description of  Food Forest Brum seems to centre on abstract and relational 
concepts. The project is driven by ideas about edible landscapes, food security, 
alternative economies, permaculture, and informality. In some sense the project is 
about developing and maintaining a social and economic network through sharing, 
with food production as one element among several. 

“Overall what seemed to really work for us was tapping into the initiative and energy of 
existing local groups and within communities everywhere. Finding the overlaps between 

our aims and those of other projects to create synergy. There are many people and groups out there 
with different types of surplus: surplus of land,  plants, volunteers, and in some cases even surplus tools. 
And there are many groups out there that may be in need of any of these. So the benefit of having a 
city wide network is that you can join up these dots. This is a primary aim of the Mother Gardens 
project, which has become a tool for facilitating this, for Food Forest Brum and potentially for other 
initiatives and ideas in the future.”

Correspondence, 05/01/2015

FFB can also be thought of  as a multi-site growing project. However, at present all FFB gardening 
is done on the sites of  other projects, e.g. Hazelwell Park, Kushinga Community Garden and 
others (including private spaces). The project focus is on maintaining a network of  exchanges – 
where the things exchanged include plants, products, information, and labour. 

That network of  sharing aims to develop according to the interest of  each participant (e.g seed 
sharing, fruit growing, herb & cosmetics production). Participants come together on an ad hoc 
basis to help each other while taking responsibility for managing their particular project, site, or 
other activity. 

In line with that, participation is based on incorporating FFB work into existing activities, so as to 
minimise any extra effort. This symbiotic principle changes when there's a mother garden, as 
those have a greater role in terms of  providing resources for sharing. Mother Gardens function as 
nurseries and distribution centres. 

Given that production work happens as part of  other ‘host’ projects, there aren't clear boundaries 
between FFB work and host project work. For example, at Highbury Orchard (HOCCIC, see 
below), trees and bushes provided by FFB have either been planted as part of  the orchard or kept 
as part of  the orchard nursery for later distribution. 

The character of  FFB also blurs distinctions between location-based projects and activity 
networks. Site-based projects like HOCCIC are geographically specific. Activity networks (like the 
FCFCG or BOSF) are specific in other ways (e.g. specific outcomes, outputs, participants). FFB is 
more about the network of  exchanges between participants. 

The project could exist without planting sites, but could not exist without the sharing of  
information, materials and labour. In this respect it is something like a cooperative exchange, and 
offers opportunities for people who want to work in particularly decentralised, mutual and 
informal ways. 

The information and labour-sharing aspects of  FFB are come to the fore in various educational 
and skill-sharing events, such as a tree grafting workshop run at Stanhope Community Centre, or 
an educational visit to a permaculture project. These represent the community access aspects of  
the project; where people can pick up knowledge and skills for developing their own interests. 

As a model for increasing participation and food production, Food Forest Brum works largely 
without funding, and through self-directed volunteers. Trees and bushes are sourced through a 
combination of  funded purchases and donations, such as through the Woodland Trust. Other 

Felipe Molina
Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/
FoodForestBrum

n

Area under cultivation: 
unknown given the diffuse 
nature of the project.
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resources have come through a combination of  hired session work and voluntary skill sharing 
sessions. 

I visited sites in the vicinity of  Hazelwell Park; low maintenance plantings of  fruit, nut, and other 
trees, somewhat in keeping with forest garden principles. These have been planted at various 
times over the last three years, and are maintained - or not - according to the number of  
volunteers available at any given time. Like any public plantings saplings are subject to vandalism, 
so a certain amount of  effort goes into protecting them, mainly by obscuring them. Some trees 
have been planted in dense brush. Others are planted in open grassland, hidden in plain sight.

Workload

All of  the work is done by volunteers, including the coordination and administration that Felipe 
does. The workload, which includes maintenance and distribution, is not managed by FFB — and 
varies person to person. 

People used to be paid for their work in the initial year, but not now.

Significance

a) Informal use of  public open spaces 

b) Largely unfunded; somewhat entrepreneurial both in production and sale of  commodities, and 
in terms of  DIY management. 

Forest Schools Birmingham

Description

Forest Schools Birmingham was founded in 2004 in response to the  increasing 
demand from schools for quality Outdoor Learning, Forest Schools provision and 
innovative Schools Grounds Design in an urban environment.

Their small, highly professional team deliver Forest Schools, Outdoor Learning 
programmes and Community Engagement projects throughout Birmingham and 
the West Midlands in a variety of  settings including schools at all key stages, private, 
community, and extended provision. 

Many of  their projects include growing food, notably their work on Diggin’ 
Generations (including grand-parents as well as parents and their children) and the 
Kingstanding Food Community run at and in collaboration with Twickenham 
Primary School.

Growing Birmingham

Founder members

✤ Birmingham Botanical Gardens
✤ Birmingham Open Spaces Forum
✤ Birmingham Parks and Allottments Service
✤ Federation of  City Farms and Community Gardens
✤ Growing Opportunities (Ideal for All)
✤ Martineau Gardens
✤ The Conservation Volunteers (TCV Birmingham)
✤ Winterbourne House and Gardens

Felicia Grive & Alan Bale
Website: http://
www.forestschoolsbirmingha
m.com/

n

Also includes
Diggin’ Generations
Kingstanding Food 
Community (see below)

Lots of people!

Website: http://
growingbirmingham.org/

n
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Growing Birmingham as a network

The network comprises people who are active in local food 
growing whether to improve individual and public health, 
develop citizen participation and inclusion, encourage and 
support independence for anyone and everyone, increase 
capacity and skills — both horticultural and/or personal 
and social skills, contribute to social cohesion, improve the 
environment of  the city, have fun or  . . . any or all of  the 
above.

Growing Gains

Description

Growing Gains is a multi-site scheme for children (and sometimes parents) that 
teaches what could be called holistic gardening knowledge at seven schools. Martyn 
Reeve is the sole employee. 

We met at Angelsey Primary School in Hockley, where the garden consists of  16 
1x2m raised beds, some planter tubs, 19 fruit trees, and other small plantings 
distributed through a garden site of  about 900 m2 (~25x35m) in a corner of  the 
school grounds. 

Martyn was formerly employed at CSV, where a school gardening programme was 
set up in 2003, under the same name, Growing Gains. Some 65 schools were involved, 
and over 4000 children were involved.

CSV wound down a lot of  these programmes in 2011, but a schools programme was 
re-established with Rob Tilling as Let’s Grow Together. Within a year, Martyn re-established Growing 
Gains at some schools where it had previously run programmes. There are now seven schools 
involved. 

Workload

Martyn, who is paid for his work, offers garden education as a package, and he does the 
administrative and curriculum work as well. 

There are usual gardening tasks of  preparing beds, weeding, composting and harvesting, as well 
as preparation for the community meals (see below).

The practical work of  gardening is shared with children as much as possible. Participation ranges 
from 50% of  the work among a Year 1 group, to nearly all the work in a Year 5 group - including 
the remedial repair of  raised beds, and construction of  new features, like a wooden barrow. 

Other work includes the preparation of  annual harvest 
meals to which the children's families are invited. For this 
event, school teaching assistants cook the food, after 
children have harvested, cleaned and cut it. At other times, 
smaller quantities of  food are given to the school kitchen, or 
given away. 

Metrics: Produce & income

Not counted — large enough to be useful, small enough to 
be negligible as a ratio of  time and other inputs. 

Metrics: Activities and other outcomes

There isn't any formal sort of  measurement. Moreover, the primary school setting contains its 
own points of  reference for outcomes. These include things like levels of  achievement for pupils, 
but there are other less tangible outcomes that may be more important in the wider context. 

Martyn Reeve
Active since 2011

n

Area under cultivation: at 
seven schools, with several 
hundred square metres, not 
including trees
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Behavioural qualities come to the fore, as do harder to identify skills in team working, focus and 
concentration, ability to understand relationships and an ability to integrate the various aspects 
and concepts are all skills that the garden work helps develop, and which have knock-on effects 
relative to classroom learning, behaviour control, and relationships with others. 

What works

This question didn't prompt any particular comments. But the ensuing conversation touched on 
things like the importance of  having a strongly supportive head teacher, and the need to help 
classroom teachers overcome their own hesitations about venturing outdoors. Martyn says one 
head teacher is insistent that the children do whatever needs doing - from digging turf  to fixing 
the shed: 'anything you do, have the children do it too' - and that this means the programme of  
learning is both flexible and confidence-inspiring. So one example of  what not to do is set up 
prescribed schemes according to curriculum targets. There are infinite ways of  touching on 
curriculum subjects, and opportunities arise in the course of  ordinary garden work. 

Asked about the most important thing to keep in mind about this sort of  project, Martyn said that 
garden work is holistic, and that no programme would succeed without a clear focus on the 
relational character of  a garden, and that no student would come away without having developed 
sense of  that inter-relatedness. 

Significance

a) outdoor education – learning by doing 

b) family involvement – in harvest festivals, and gradually in gardening clubs 

c) comprehensive links to curriculum 

d) enthusiasm is contagious – from kids to parents/teachers 

Health for Life

Description

The Health for Life in the Community programme is designed to develop, with local 
community members, amenities and activities that will facilitate health and 
environmental improvements to local community members of  the five wards of  
South Birmingham: Bournville, Kings Norton, Weoley Castle, Northfield and 
Longbridge. 

It’s delivered by The Conservation Volunteers (TCV) and is one of  three 
programmes in the 5-year Health for Life programme funded by the Mondelēz 
International Foundation. The others are the Health for Life in Primary Schools 
programme run by the Health Education Service (HES), and the Health for Life in 
Secondary Schools programme, managed by HES, and delivered by TCV.

Their objectives are physical activity, growing food and healthy eating.

The programme is being delivered primarily through The Conservation Volunteers’ Green 
Gym® activities, providing ‘work-outs’ in the outdoor environment, food growing and 
conservation activities.  

Community allotments are being created and developed on sites in the key wards and 
surrounding areas 

Sites

Green Meadow Road: 4 days a week; Ley Hill: 20 raised beds, an 18 tree orchard and a soft fruit 
growing area; Manor Farm Park: Raised beds and foraging; Queen Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham: 
Located on The Metchley Fort, this is one of  8 green spaces which the Hospital Trust is allowing 
community groups to use

Chris Blythe
One of three programmes in 
the five-year Health for Life 
programme funded by the 
Mondalez International 
Foundation

n

Currently work is being done 
on 8 sites (see right)
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In addition to these sites, work continues at smaller satellite sites at: Hawkestone Road, Weoley 
Castle; Victoria Common Park, Northfield, Freshwinds Head Office in Bournville; Longbridge Health 
Centre

Heart of England in Bloom/It’s your neighbourhood

Description

As well as Birmingham City Council’s winning entries in the National and European 
In Bloom competitions, many smaller community gardens and food growing spaces 
entered the Its Your neighbourhood campaign, another indicator of  the interest and 
widespread growing activities in the city. 

In 2014 fifty groups entered the IYN campaign, a great way to celebrate 50 years of  
the In Bloom movement.

Highbury Orchard Community

Description

Highbury Orchard Community CIC (HOCCIC) offers two main programmes of  
activity, the community orchard which is open to all, and forest education which is 
mainly family-based.

Volunteers have been active since October 2010, with the orchard developing on a 
plot of  land in a corner of  the Highbury estate. The education aspect of  the CIC 
work takes place all over the adjacent Highbury Park. 

The Orchard itself  has several aims, including reinvigorating heritage fruit varieties 
established by the Chamberlain family, demonstrating the depth of  interest in 
charitable and amenity activity on the estate and creating a demonstration garden 
using permaculture techniques.

HOCCIC have been given permission to run the project by the owners of  the land 
(Birmingham City Council via the Trusts & Charities Committee). There is no budget for 
maintenance or development, and organisers are left to their own initiative for any site work.

Visitors and volunteers are invited to imagine 
the area they’d like. This has led to the 
development of  the brick floor amenity space, 
an apiary, a children’s play area, a Forest 
Schools base, a woodland play trail, a memorial 
garden, several performance events, and 
ongoing educational activities.

An overarching set of  principles helps balance 
the various activities and maintain a 
harmonious whole.

Workload

There are no paid staff, though grants to pay for some sessional leadership, and some of  the 
administration. Two Directors manage the CIC on a day-to-day basis. 

Regular volunteers number up to ten; site work is done by a shifting group of  them and 
professionals are occasionally hired in for specific tasks.

In 2014, Birmingham City 
Council and Moseley in 
Bloom both won Gold In 
Bloom Awards, Acocks Green 
Village won Silver-Gilt 

Website: http://
www.heartofenglandinbloom.
co.uk/

David Papadopolous
Website: 
http://.peopleandland.org.uk/
wp/

n

Active since 2010
n

Area under cultivation: 0.5ha
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The main tasks are administrative and site work. Administration revolves around upcoming 
activities, project development, fundraising and wider coordination with others. The Orchard site 
work happens bi-weekly for the most part and consists of  clearing, soil preparation, construction 
and maintenance. New site work gets done as volunteers find the time. As a consequence, projects 
are often in a state of  partial completion.

Metrics: Produce & income

A small income is generated from events, education sessions and sales honey, soaps, creams and 
knitted accessories. Roughly 10% of  generated income comes from honey and these other 
produce. No fruit has been sold so far.

Metrics: Activity & other outcomes

Individual wellbeing through a sense of  accomplishment, sharing, the creation of  a public 
amenity.

Records are kept of  attendees at each session along with demographic information, the number 
of  hours put in and the levels of  benefits as reported by the participants and volunteers.

What works

Open sessions at regular, predictable dates and times. Closed sessions for those with special needs, 
which are more structured, and organised with some flexibility about dates and the activities.

Establishing an open dialogue, being clear about aims, intentions and work practices.

Constant, low-level involvement, with periods of  more intense activity shared among a wider 
group.

Flexibility of  roles and activities. Many volunteers are unable to maintain open-ended 
commitments for many reasons. Adapting activities and outcomes to suit keeps the project 
accessible, even if  project targets aren’t met. Funding schemes only succeed where there’s enough 
latitude in changes of  detail.

Visible signs of  progress, access and care. Volunteers respond well to favourable feedback from 
visitors. As an open access public amenity, a great deal of  satisfaction comes from passers-by 
making positive comments about improvements, accessibility and the welcoming character of  the 
space.

Ideal for All aka Growing Opportunities

Description

This is a Sandwell project, set up by Sandwell Public Health several years ago. 

Salop Drive was originally set up as part of  the wider scheme called Growing 
Opportunities, which is in turn a project run by Ideal For All, along with a range of  
other schemes promoting inclusion and independent living.

Malthouse and Salop Drive gardens offer a range of  activities from two fully 
accessible gardens developed by disabled people with diverse needs in mind.

Malthouse Garden

Malthouse Garden is roughly a third of  an acre. It is a therapeutic garden in 
Smethwick, with classroom, fully equipped kitchen, decorative flower gardens, vegetable beds, 
extensive off  road parking, toilets and handwashing facilities, wildlife garden and large covered 
greenhouse space for garden activities and meetings. Over the last year, activities here have all but 
ceased, owing to key staff  moving away.

Tim Botfield
Website: http://
www.idealforall.co.uk/g-opps

n

Area un der cultivation: 
~0.2 hectares at Malthouse, 
1.2 hectares at Salop Drive.
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Salop Drive Market Garden

Salop Drive Market Garden in Bristnall, Oldbury, is a 1.2ha working 
market garden and local food project which supplies bags of  freshly 
grown vegetables to local households. It has a greenhouse, 
polytunnels, outdoor growing beds, toilets and handwashing facilities, 
classroom, limited off  road parking, allotment plots, healing and 
decorative garden and wildlife area.

The business grows vegetables for a subscriber-based veg box 
scheme. 

The project has done very well over the years, but has gone through 
major changes in the last couple of  years, including changes in 
tenure, departure of  key staff. 

At the time of  writing there is only one gardener, Tim Botfield managing Salop Drive, and two 
administrative staff.

see also the account of  the interview with Veronica Barry in section 1.3

Kingstanding Food Community

Description

Kingstanding Food Community (KFC) is a Lottery-funded funded project managed 
by Forest Schools Birmingham, and specifically by Felicia Grice. 

Forest Schools Birmingham have been working in the area for about 10 years and 
had managed a project called Diggin' Generations at Twickenham Primary School. 
This was something of  a one-off, and doesn't pertain to anything the school has 
done before or since. Felicia managed that project, and on completion she and 
colleagues decided that there were unmet needs in the wider community and 
successfully applied for a Big Lottery Grant to do a more accessible, inclusive 
project. 

The programme is essentially a Plot-to-Plate scheme, where cooking and dietary 
knowledge are linked to vegetable growing and physical activity. There’s a kitchen 

and café set up at Kingstanding Leisure Centre, where people can drop in and learn about diet 
and food preparation. There’s also an allotment at Kingstanding allotments where gardening 
skills are put into practice. 

The project is set up with 2 full time staff  (Chris and Felicia) and two part time staff  (Alan and 
another occasional person). Felicia does project management and some of  the sessional work. 
Chris does kitchen management & sessions. Alan does allotment sessions. 

The scheme has a strong emphasis on preventing conceptual barriers to participation; 
encouraging any member of  the public to join in for however long. In this light the project can be 
seen as a scheme for raising levels of  confidence throughout the neighbourhood. 

More info about the project:

Two drop-in sessions a week, sometimes thematically focused, e.g. food 
preparation, seed sowing & planting out. A series of  events occur seasonally, such 
as a seed-sharing scheme and weekly advice sessions that may be run at local 
schools or gardening clubs. 

Participants are sought throughout the area. This includes informal referrals from 
organisations like Mind or Aquarius. 

Felicia Grace & Alan Bale
Website: http://
www.idealforall.co.uk/g-opps

n

Area under cultivation: up to 
10m2 (difficult to measure). 
Produce used in the project 
cafe.
Active since ~2011
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Aims 

The aim is to help instil confidence in people to do more of  their own cooking and growing, and 
thereby raise levels of  awareness, ability and health. 

Outcomes 

The main emphasis on outcomes is qualitative, although there are some quantitative measures. 

The qualitative outcomes are somewhat longitudinal in that they look at lifestyle changes, which 
are in turn based on things like knowledge, skills, and the confidence to do new things like grow 
some food, or some cooking. 

An evaluation consultant has been hired to do things like identify baselines, track participation, do 
some assessments, write up case studies and bring a high standard of  evaluation to the project. 

Some interesting examples of  tracking outcomes include having people keep journals (both 
participants and session leaders?), having leaders make headline summaries of  sessions and 
having debriefings with each other. 

Driven by...? 

Kingstanding's indices of  deprivation are well known, and this project is partly driven by those. 
Felicia and Forest Schools Birmingham have a long history of  local involvement and knowledge of 
Kingstanding. They observe that many people in Kingstanding do not make links between diet 
and health. 

As with Bob Tyler's observations in Aston, multiple generations of  people in Kingstanding have 
no experience of  sit-down meals at home; no experience of  home cooking; are only familiar with 
ready meals and takeaways. This constrained experience also means that people have higher 
barriers to developing healthier practices. 

So the driver for this project is the idea that a medium-to-long term support service could do 
something to help people overcome those barriers. By setting up a welcoming and supportive 
resource centre they could share information, help develop confidence and skills, and impart the 
pleasures and benefits of  growing, preparing and eating. 

Significance

a) Tailored to local circumstance, and run by people with much local knowledge/experience. 
b) High level of  sensitivity to user experience. 
c) Holistic approach combining dietary knowledge, food preparation, food growing and physical 
activity 
d) Externally funded, for period longer than a year. 

Workland

There isn’t a lot of  production work, except in the kitchen. There are several paid staff, both part-
time and full-time. Roles are defined and divided between key staff  — project management and 
some of  the sessional work, kitchen management and cooking sessions, plus allotment sessions.

Metrics: Produce & income

There are only small quantities of  produce, either used in the kitchen or given away. Overall 
income from the cafe sales are small. 

The project is run on a grant, so the major income stream is fixed.

Metrics: Activity or other outcomes

Participant feedback is measured, including what changes they make in their diet and physical 
activity.
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The drivers of this project

If  we think about projects like this as being driven by the enthusiasm 
of  a person or people; by people on a mission; people with vision, 
then whose enthusiasm is driving this one? The answer is a little bit 
unexpected in that it seems to be the entire team. Finding and 
keeping project workers can be a guessing game, so it’s noteworthy 
that this small project has a successful combination. It's worth a bit of 
attention. 

Felicia and Chris are the key drivers, but somehow so are the 
executives of  Forest Schools Birmingham, and hired-in staff  
members like Alan; all have an observable zeal for the work, in a way 
that you'd usually associate with independent operators. It might be 
luck of  the draw; it might be Felicia’s interviewing skills; it might be 
FSB’s corporate style. 

Incidental notes on management styles. The broader question of  
management style among grass-roots projects shows up here, and 

deserves a note for further development. While it is not directly pertinent to this research, it is 
nonetheless a topic of  wider interest among small organisations doing this sort of  work, and could 
be part of  a future analysis. A simple labelling of  management styles among the projects I've seen 
could make distinctions between projects run by volunteers, sole traders, and staffed 
organisations. These might be useful distinctions in terms of  the kinds of  talents and resources 
each brings to bear. 

Kinmos

Description

Kinmos is a drop in centre in Kings Heath for people with mental health issues. A 
garden was set up in early 2014 with the intention of  giving visitors an additional 
activity with a potentially therapeutic quality. Some raised beds have been built, and 
garden borders prepared and planted. 

At the time of  this research, there are very few participants yet — a couple of  people 
who regularly make an effort. There is work to be done toward enthusing people 
about growing things. 

Livingstone Road Community Allotment

Description

Livingstone Road Community Allotment is coordinated by Rob Hewitt through 
Birchfield Residents Action Group (BRAG), which is connected to the Birchfield Big 
Local project. 

It’s an allotment site managed on a drop-in basis for people interested in vegetable 
gardening and related activities. The project is managed on a funded part-time basis,  
and draws from wider voluntary initiatives like Food Forest Brum and NCS/The 
Challenge. 

The allotment project is partly aimed at reducing isolation, connecting people to the 
natural environment, promote the allotments as a local resource by encouraging 
people to come together for food-related activities.

Phil Kelsall
Website: http://
www.kinmos.co.uk/

n

The organisation started 
in1979. The garden was set up 
in early 2014.

Rob Hewitt
Website: https://
livingstoneroadcommunityallo
tment.wordpress.com/

n

The organisation started 
in1979. The garden was set up 
in early 2014.
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They’ve also been involved in litter picks and clean up days, helping hostels to grow food in their 
own gardens and yards and even a spot of  guerrilla gardening in the planters near Perry Barr 
island. In the summer of  2014, they worked with a group of  young people to create a herb 
garden on the allotment and started a food project that involves sharing recipes and creating a 
social space.

Martineau Gardens

History

Martineau Environmental Studies Centre was established in the 1970s to educate 
the City’s junior schoolchildren. In 1997, the Council closed the centre and a group 
of  neighbours, volunteers and local activists decided to protect the land from 
development for the benefit of  the people of  Birmingham. Their Therapeutic 
Horticulture programme has been running successfully since 2003 and the 
organisation has been promoting the Gardens as a place to visit since 2010. They 
also run events and courses.

Workload

There are five part time paid staff  members.

Much of  the work is done by volunteers who are participants in the Therapeutic 
Horticulture project (people with mental health issues and learning disabilities) led by two HND 
qualified horticulturists, one of  whom has a Diploma in Social and Therapeutic Horticulture.  

Volunteer numbers: 40 each week doing gardening plus people from Special Schools & Colleges.

Vegetables are grown by women 
volunteers on a Friday and students 
with from local Special Schools and 
Colleges on a Monday. Fruit is made 
into jams, jellies and chutneys by a 
few expert volunteers. Vegetables are 
sold to visitors with anything unsold 
eaten by volunteers or staff.

Metrics: Produce & income

The income from fruit vegetables and preserves are £1000-£1500 a year, some 1-1.5% of  gross 
turnover. 

Metrics: Activity or other outcomes

Other metrics include tracking of  wellbeing outcomes.

What works and doesn’t work

What works: Having professional staff  co-ordinate the gardening work, having diverse funding, 
involving volunteers in decision making, having a membership/Friends scheme, keeping 
connected with other organisations

What doesn't work: Having a big plan for a new building in an economic downturn

Other activities being considered: A horticultural therapy project working with groups on specific tasks, 
more education activities with local schools 

Caroline Hutton
Website: http://martineau-
gardens.org.uk/

n

Founded in 1997, Open to 
the public six days a week 
since 2003.
Orchard = 270m2 + a veg 
plot 230m2 within a hectare 
site.
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Northfield Ecocentre, Masefield & Allens Cross Community Gardens, 
plus Urban Harvest

Three projects

Three projects are overseen by the Northfield Ecocentre, and the figures given are 
approximations. The Urban Harvest project hasn’t got a measured space, as it works 
in public and private spaces across the city. 

Northfield Ecocentre Garden 

Size of  plot: 20m x 10m (ish)

Gardening group: Every Thursday, 10am-12

Average number of  volunteers: 7-10 per week

Purpose of  the activity: The garden was set up as a demonstration garden open to the 
public and to be used as a learning resource. The garden is there for people to have 
a go, experiment, make mistakes and learn how to grow food.

Amount & use of  produce: Small amounts of  produce are created which volunteers take home

Main features of  the garden: organic garden plots, forest garden plot, wildlife section, plastic bottle 
green house, graffiti wall

Masefield Community Garden 

Size of  the whole garden: 300m x 200m (ish); average plot is approx. 75m x 20m; i.e. 1500m2

Average number of  volunteers: 5-8 per week

Purpose of  the activity: Tree nursery, venue for gardening courses, forest school venue, learning 
resource for the local estate and community space.

Amount & use of  produce: a fair amount of  produce is grown. This is taken by volunteers and the 
rest is used to supply a community cafe.

Main features of  the garden: Tree nursery, wooded area, permaculture area, earth oven, plastic bottle 
green house, poly tunnel

Allens Cross Community Garden

Starting in 2015 . . .

Urban Harvest

Average number of  volunteers: 10-15

Purpose of  the activity: Picking of  
unwanted fruit and vegetables in 
gardens and community spaces, 
which is then redistributed to 
schools, charities and food banks. 
The rest is juiced or turned into 
preserves and sold to help support 
the project the following year.

As can be seen from the image (right)
they run courses too.

Website: http://
northfieldecocentre.com/

n

Active since 2004 as the 
Ecocentre.
Area under cultivation difficult 
to estimate, up to a hectare
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Roots and renewal

Description

Bob Tyler is one of  three directors of  Roots and Renewal Foundation, a company 
limited by guarantee. Prior to and somewhat overlapping with the development of  
R&R, he was CEO of  St. George's Community Hub in Aston (1995-2013). 

The Aston allotment began as St. George's youth project called 'Growing Together', 
and linked a schools programme called Extended Schools with St George's and Peter 
Reed, the head chef  at Aston Villa FC. 

Upon retiring from St George's he focused on the allotment project, and has raised 
various tranches of  funding to continue working with teenagers and young adults, 
including at-risk teens identified through the nationally-run Catch22 programme. 

In one sense this project exemplifies the ability to pull things together – where a 
small group of  people is a locus for multiple strands and angles of  activity. Their history and 
connections position them to draw in all sorts of  resources, and big things start to happen. 

The back story is crucial here, in that the main partners have connections across a variety of  
networks, and are able and interested in drawing on their extended influences. Connections with 
Aston educational partnerships going back 
several decades; connections with social work 
programmes like Catch-22; connections with 
kitchen and marketing managers at a high 
profile business (Aston Villa / Villa Midlands 
Food) who in turn draw people in from a very 
wide population; connections with agriculture 
and environmental knowledge; connections 
with people at college who are looking for 
opportunities to develop and promote their 
skills.

There’s also an element of  DIY, in that the partnership seems to be setting its own terms, rather 
than trying to conform to an imposed set of  criteria. The individualistic streak is self-evident, and 
seems to be a factor in several of  the key relationships, where people in positions of  management 
decided to strike out on their own, and have kept in touch with like-minded people across their 
networks. 

Produce throughout 2014:

1.25 ton courgettes, 3.25 tons of  potatoes (not as much as last year, though 2014 have produce 
from eight varieties), 3000 bunches of  culinary herbs, 600 cucumbers,150kg tomatoes, 100kg soft 
fruits, 50kg chillies turned into 350 x 250ml of  VMF sweet chilli sauce, 400 x 1lb jars of  honey 
from four hives, 200kg beans (runner, borlotti, broad, haricot vert).

Significance

A few individuals with 

a) long term local knowledge; 

b) a self-defined mission and; 

c) access to a particular mix of  resources and 

d) people who can  attract and coordinate significant numbers of  people and make big things 
happen

Bob Tyler
For an account of this 
project, see this article in 
Bimringham Living

n

For a historical account 
(2012), see this article on the 
Aston Villa website.
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Shades of Black

Description

Currently, Mrs McGhie (Eunice McGhie-Belgrave MBE) runs the project in her 
back garden. Formerly she worked nearby at the Francis Road Allotments, and prior 
to that at the Uplands Allotments in Handsworth. 

Mrs McGhie started Shades of  Black in 1989 in response to a sense of  disconnection 
between family generations, where elders had worked the land, and youngsters had 
no experience of  it. So she set out to show young people the practices and pleasures 
of  allotment gardening. She doesn’t know how many participants went on to 
establish their own gardens, but does hear from people who come back with 2nd and 
3rd generations of  youngsters.

 History

Shades of  Black came into being in February 1989 after the Handsworth riots, when commercial 
and domestic buildings were burnt by many young black people, who were low academic 
achievers, and unemployed.

It was then five ladies from different educational backgrounds who met together to consider what 
could be done to reconcile, reassure and rebuild the community.

Practical and financial help and assistance 
came through the West Midlands 
Probation Service in the early years. Shades 
of  Black set out an action plan development 
programme of  social and educational 
activities. Through the help and assistance 
received, their committee have succeeded 
where others failed to provide basic skills, 
and invaluable service delivery. Committee 
members have to be “honest, hardworking with 
good communication skills, give unconditional love 
commitment and consistency”.

Shades of  Black programme of  activities cater for the whole family e.g. senior citizens, the 
housebound and young people of  all nationalities within the areas of  Handsworth, Aston and 
Stechford.

Shades of  Black is very high profile, and has reporters, researchers, and dignitaries visiting routinely. 
Over the years Mrs McGhie and other participants have produced allied programmes, brochures, 
gained awards, grants, and much recognition. Mrs McGhie was awarded an MBE in 2002 for her 
services to the community.

Workload

The project has had quite a few people helping manage it over the years. Currently there are a 
couple of  neighbours who come round routinely to help with things ranging from production of  
flyers and booklets to managing sessions. Mrs. McGhie has scaled back her own workload by 
transferring the work site from an allotment to her back garden. 

Significance

a) Currently small scale demonstration garden, focused on bringing people together and sharing 
skills 

b) Living proof  that one person can make a big difference over a long period of  time

c) Gardening is one element among other activities - others include social sewing groups, cooking, 
bazaars. 

d) A model for private garden food production; and for sociability 

Eunice McGhie-Belgrave
Active since1989

n

Area currently under 
cultivation: up to 10m2 — 
tho’ the combined SoB area is 
much larger and over multiple 
sites
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Spring to Life

Description

Spring to Life is a CIC providing a range of  therapeutic services in Birmingham, 
including horticultural therapy. 

These aim to improve individual and community well-being. 

Food Forest Brum (see above) is its main pathway for developing community well-
being. Individual end users have often been residents in a sheltered housing scheme. 

They have benefited from all aspects of  creating an edible garden, being active outdoors and 
nurturing plants. Clients have particularly enjoyed cooking from fresh ingredients and eating 
together.

Stanhope Community Garden

Description

Stanhope Community Centre garden is an L-shape plot of  about 400m2 at Ketley 
Croft & Emily Street in Highgate. 

The garden area consists of  several planters and raised beds, freestanding trees, and 
fence plantings. The produce includes veg crops like beans, corn, cabbage, squash, 
turnips, salad and herbs; tree fruit including pear, apple, cherry and plums; soft fruit 
like red & black currants. 

Monica has been a centre worker for a long time.

Has strong ties with others outside the immediate community, including historian 
and local champion Peter Marsh who is Chair of  the Stanhope Support Group, geographer and 
researcher into guerrilla gardening Michael Hardman (formerly at BCU, now at the University of 
Salford) and former City Counsellor Steve Bedser.

Workload 

Monica & her colleague Maggie do most of  the work, with help on a regular or irregular basis 
from several other people, including children. Monica puts in about 2 hours a week. Others put in 
a combined total of  about 7 hours a week during the growing season. 

Monica is the paid Stanhope Community Hall Centre manager, and 
does garden work among other activities at the centre. 

There are small outlays for the purchase of  seed, seedlings, compost. 
Other work is tending, harvesting and cooking. 

The bulk of  the produce is used in providing community lunches, 
though some is given away. The frequency of  the lunches varies 
somewhat, but happen at least twice a month. People attending the 
community meals include elderly and disabled estate residents at risk 
of  isolation.  

The initial setup was assisted by Balsall Heath Forum, who provided 
frames for raised beds. 

Metrics: Produce & money income 

The community lunches provide about 70 main meals a month, and 25 light lunches.

Metrics:  Activity & other outcomes 

Consistency among volunteers only develops over time. Currently, regular volunteer workers are 
two children whose tower block apartment overlooks the garden: they both keep an eye on the 

Felipe Molina, Liz Wright 
& Philippa Allenby
see also Food Forest Brum

Monica Lee
Facebook page for Stanhope 
Hall Community Centre

n

Area currently under 
cultivation: ~400m2 
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gardens, and do some of  the weekly watering. Another volunteer tends the compost, and nothing 
else. 

Volunteer numbers have never been great; people are not motivated to join in, and numbers tend 
to rise, then fall, in short order. Interest increases when there's a new feature, but fades pretty 
quickly among most volunteers. 

What works

Having a very low maintenance garden makes it easy and therapeutic for a small number of  
people to tend it, and to produce significant quantities of  food. Having the initial setup was 
helpful. In contrast, some externally imposed decisions have sometimes created difficulties; e.g. 
the design of  a planter that's not durable enough. 

The main challenge for Stanhope is enticing people to join as volunteers. They’re currently 
thinking of  trying swap-and-share events.

Witton Lakes Cottage Orchard and Community Garden

Description

There was a fortunate series of  relationships that enabled this project to get of  the 
ground, along with the huge effort and commitment of  a single volunteer.

The links between among Perry Common groups, along with a central role for 
Witton Lodge Community Association (WLCA) led to the formation of  the Friends 
of  Witton Lakes, supported by local parks manager John Porter, the parks contractor 
Glendale. Unusually, too, a relationship was forged with the developer Lovell who 
had a ‘considerate contractor scheme’ for a local house-building programme. Forest 
Schools Birmingham (notably Nick and Afric Wale and Ruth Wilson) also played a 
part. 

Various donations of  labour & materials were made too, including raised beds 2011 and a 
polytunnel 2013. The Birmingham City Council disposal of  the cottage, a former parks keeper’s 
lodge, through a Community Asset Transfer to WLCA was important, too. WLCA set up 
management agreement with the Friends to run a horticultural centre from 2015 around growing 
and preparing food. Local interest is evident in number of  people signing up to join WLCA 
garden club, currently 14 members from teen to OAP. 

What works

There are three distinct sets of  activity, those of  Velvet Orchard, of  
the Witton Lakes Community Association and of  the Friends of  
Witton Lakes. WLCA is central, though, as it draws both 
residents from around Perry Common and resources via 
contractors and the City Council. It is financial self-
sustaining as a social landlord. In-house project 
management skills are more rigorous than those of  most 
community projects.

They’re planning to expand the range of  offers, including 
play facilities, more Forest School activities, horticultural 
training including integrated pest management.

Linda Hines
Friends of Witton Lakes & 
Velvet Orchard est 2009

n

Area currently under 
cultivation: ~100m2 
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1.3	
 Individual interviews
David interviewed Rob Tilling, and also Veronica Berry. Both of  them have been closely involved 
with various community food growing projects across the conurbation. 

Veronica now engaged on a full-time PhD programme on expanding urban food growing under 
the supervision of  Professor Peter Larkham in the Department of  the Built Environment at 
Birmingham City University.

Veronica Barry
This interview gives a useful insight into the origins of  the Ideal for All projects, and how 

they developed.

It all began in1995 with a feasibility study commissioned by Sandwell Public Health, the 
result of  a collaboration between Dr John Middleton, then Director of  Public Health 

and Sandwell’s Allotments Officer.

 In 1999, the organisation Growing Opportunities set up at Salop Drive on well-nigh 
abandoned allotments — there were only four plot holders left. Laura Davis, a former small-

holder farmer, as well as Helen Sneyd and Veronica in took the simple aim was to improve health 
through horticulture and food skills, and by pooling their skills, they reached thousands of  people 
as part of  the Health and Well Being Service.

In terms of  how things were set up and developed, they sort others into the decision-making 
process, to think both about  food production and other utilitarian aspects of  the site such as 
shape, layout, colour. Some 80 people participated. Ideal for All is a user-eld organisation.

They took on board a social model of  disability (for a version of  what this means, see this Scope 
blogpost and video interview.

There grew a mutually understood design language, achieved through combination of  user 
experience and knowledge, consultative practice, site visits and group discussions/reflection. User-
led evaluations were also very important.

Veronica felt that Salop Drive gave a precedent of  what can be achieved, though this was less so 
with Malthouse Gardens. It needed Sandwell Public Health, and a great deal of  thinking about 
how our food systems are socially, politically and economically construed.

It was also important that it was a user-led development of  a productive space from derelict land. 
Indeed, part of  the focus was on issues around dereliction at the outset.

That it was user led development of  productive space, out of  derelict land;

The relationship with Sandwell Public Health meant there was a local focus on public health 
issues, with John Middleton driving various projects forward in conjunction with Sandwell MBC.

Malthouse Gardens was created on site of  demolished tower block as therapeutic gardens. They 
were to be decorative, designed for full access, including for people with mental health issues, 
dementia, disability, stroke, visual impairments. Again, this was very much a user-directed 
development. 

Growing Opportunities gave the project a direct market, though there wasn’t enough land 
available to develop a fully-sustainable market garden. As well as fruit and veg sales, they also run 
programmes for schools, do projects on healthy eating, and engage in a variety of  therapeutic 
activities with various groups of  people.

Salop Drive is income-generating, but isn’t a not self-sustainable organisation, nor likely to be. It's 
supported largely through the efforts of Ideal for All,  who currently do fundraising (though via 
unknown sources). There are currently uncertainties around sustainability and financial viability.

Veronica Barry
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Rob Tilling
Rob has been part of  several school-focussed food growing schemes. The story of  his wrok 

over the years is a rich case study of  how an individual can make a big difference to 
community growing in a big city over the years.

He started with Chris Duggan and Ruth Wilson in Balsall Heath at what became Balsall 
Heath Jungle around 2003. He then worked on the Growing Gains project set up by CSV 

Environment in 2006. In the wake of  the demise of  this project, he and Martyn Reeve set 
up Let’s Grow Together and worked together for a year or so, after which Martyn took over the 

Growing Gains name and projects.

Currently, Rob provides food and garden education in five schools, and is developing the 
Birmingham pilot of  The Urban Orchard Project.In February 2015, the Walking Orchard visited 
Birmingham as part of  this initiative; Rob is running the Birmingham Helping Britain Blossom 
Project.

David’s conversation with Rob centred on school gardening projects. Various people and 
organisations, he says, have made efforts to get nutrition and food growing on school agendas, but 
these have only affected some 1/30 schools rather than city-wide. Large-scale projects appear to 
have faltered owing to lack of  expertise among the organisations who wanted to make a go of  it. 
Hence the field has been left to small-scale practitioners including Let’s Grow Together, Growing Gains, 
Forest Schools Birmingham and Gro-Organic.

According to Rob, the practicalities of  setting up a city-wide schools food growing programme 
are manageable, but there isn’t the political or financial will to do it at present.

n

note: There are many resources available, as illustrated by the screen grab below taken from the 
RHS website on resources for schools:

Rob Tilling
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1.4	
 Allotments
It’s said that Birmingham has more allotments than any other UK city, and it may well be so. The 
Uplands Allotments site on Friary Road claims, again with probably justification, to be the largest 
site in Europe. What we do know is that there are at least 115 allotment sites, comprising some 
8000 plots.

Birmingham allotment sites (115)

Aldridge Road, Perry Barr
Baldwins Lane, Hall Green
Beaumont Road, Bournville
Bells Sports Field, Kings Norton
Berwood Farm, Erdington
Billesley Lane, Moseley & Kings Heath
Birches Green, Tyburn
Blackpit Lane, Hodge Hill
Bleak Hill, Stockland Green
Bordesley Green, Bordesley Green
Boulevard, Sutton Vesey
Broad Lane, Brandwood
Brownfield Road, Shard End
Burney Lane, Washwood Heath
Camp Lane (Uplands), Handsworth Wood
Castle Vale, Tyburn
Chester Road, Tyburn
Chudleigh Road, Stockland Green
Clay Lane, Acocks Green
Clunbury Road, Northfield
Cofton Road, Northfield
Colebourne Road, Billesley
Coney Green Drive, Northfield
Court Lane, Erdington
Court Oak Road, Quinton
Coventry Road, Sheldon
Dads Lane, Moseley & Kings Heath
Donegal Road, Sutton Vesey
Eastern Road, Edgbaston
Edgbaston Guinea Gardens, Edgbaston
Fairholme Road, Hodge Hill
Falcon Lodge, Sutton Trinity
Fernbank Road, Washwood Heath
Forge Farm, Sutton New Hall
Four Oaks Common, Sutton Four Oaks
Fox Hollies Nine Stiles, Acocks Green
Fox Hollies No 2, Acocks Green
Francis Road, Stechford& Yardley
Franklin Road, Bournville
Friary Road (Uplands), Handsworth Wood

Gibson Road, Lozells and East Handsworth
Gospel Lane, Acocks Green
Greenaleigh Road, Billesley
Hall Hays Road, Shard End
Harborne Hill, Edgbaston
Harborne Lane, Selly Oak
Hawthorne House, Handsworth Wood
Hazelwell, Bournville
Henlow Road, Billesley
Hermitage Farm (Uplands), Handsworth 
Wood
Homecroft Road, Stechford& Yardley
Howard Road East (Jetty), Brandwood
Hunton Hill, Stockland Green
Hurst Mill, Kings Norton
Kingstanding, Kingstanding
Knowle Road, Springfield
Lifford Lane, Kings Norton
Lime Tree Road, Washwood Heath
Livingstone Road, Lozells and East 
Handsworth
Longmeadow Crescent, Shard End
Lower Tinkers Farm, Weoley
Manor House Lane, Sheldon
Marsh Hill, Stockland Green
Matthew Boulton, Soho
May Lane, Brandwood
Meadow Road (Jubilee), Harborne
Melstock - Norton View, Brandwood
Moor Green, Moseley & Kings Heath
Newhall, Sutton Trinity
Northleigh Road, Hodge Hill
Oldford Farm, Perry Barr
Pembroke Croft, Hall Green
Pereira Road, Harborne (adjacent to 
Harborne Nature Reserve)
Pool Lane, Stechford& Yardley
Quinton, Quinton
Sandwell Road, Handsworth Wood
Sandwell, Handsworth Wood

School Lane, Shard End
Scribers Lane, Hall Green
Selly Oak Road, Bournville
Selly Park Road, Selly Oak
Shaftesbury Road, Sheldon
Sheffield Road, Sutton Vesey
Shenley Lane, Bartley Green
Springfield Road, Springfield
St Margarets Road, Washwood Heath
Station Road, Stechford& Yardley
Sunnybank Road, Sutton Vesey
Tennal Lane, Quinton
The Hill, Sutton Four Oaks
The Leys, Longbridge
The Radleys, Sheldon
Thornbridge Avenue, Perry Barr
Trinity Road, Lozells and East Handsworth
Uffculme, Moseley & Kings Heath
Vicarage Road, Brandwood
Victoria Jubilee (Handsworth Park), 
Handsworth Wood
Victoria, Lozells and East Handsworth
Walkers Heath, Brandwood
Walmley Ash, Sutton New Hall
Walsall Road, Perry Barr
Ward End Gardeners
Warstock Lane, Brandwood
Warwick Road, Acocks Green
West Heath, Northfield
Westfield Road, Harborne
Wharf Land, Acocks Green
Wheelers Lane, Moseley & Kings Heath
White Farm Road, Sutton Four Oaks
Woodcock Lane, Acocks Green
Woodside Road, Selly Oak
Woodthorpe Road, Brandwood
Wychbury Road, Bartley Green
Wyrley Birch, Kingstanding
Yardley Green, Bordesley Green
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We’ve also listed allotments in Sandwell, Solihull and Walsall, though to date do not have 
information on allotments across the whole conurbation.

Sandwell allotment sites (40)
Barnford Park
Basons Lane
Bearwood Road
Black Horse
Brandhall
Britannia Park
Bromford Lane
Brunswick Park
Caroline Street (Community Agriculture 
Site)
Cemetery Road
Central Library
Cherry Orchard
Dingley Road
Dudley Road
Friar Park
Hall Road
Hamilton Road
Kenrick Park
Lee Howl
Lewis Estate
Londonderry
Meadow Road
Merry Hill
Mesty Croft
Moorlands
Newbury Lane
Newton Street
Paul Street
Perry Park
Pound Road
Ramsay Road
Salop Drive (Community Agriculture 
Site)
Scott Road
Silverthorne
Stony Lane
Thimblemill
Tividale
Whitehall Road
Woden Road South
Woodgreen

Solihull allotment sites (20)
Campden Green
Chadwick End
Coppice Road
Hobs Moat
Holly Lane
Jillcot Road
Lyndon Road
Ralph Road
Scott Road
Tanworth Lane

Parish Council managed allotments
Bickenhill, Elmdon Lane
Kingshurst, Fordbridge Road 
Chelmsley Wood, Bluebell
Hampton in Arden, Fentham Road 
Meriden, Leys Lane
Hockley Heath, Wood Lane, Earlswood

Association managed allotments
Bentley Heath
Dickens Heath
Hermitage Road
Shakespeare Drive
Jobs Close

Walsall allotment sites (35)
Addenbrooke Street
Alexander Road
Alexandra Road
Alfred Street
Arthur Webb/Victoria Road
Beechtree Road 
Blakenall Lane 
Borneo Street
Broad Lane 
Broadway 
Cartbridge Lane
Clarkes Lane
Delves Green Road 1
Delves Green Road 2
Dovedale Avenue
Forest Avenue
Goscote Lane
Greenfields Road
Grenfell Road
Huckers Road 
Ince Road
Lane Avenue/Parkbrook
Lord Street
New Invention/Huntington Road
Pheasey, Wimperis Way
Queens Lea
Slaters Lane
Sneyd Lane
Sutton Road
Trees Road  
West Bromwich Rd
Winterley Lane 
Wolverhampton Road West
Wrexham Avenue
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PART TWO: David’s notes about this research

1	
 Its scope and focus

1.1	
 Initial aims
This work set out with very broad aims for surveying community-based food growing projects. Those 
aims have narrowed repeatedly as various constraints became apparent. Where we set out to do any 
number of  things, we have arrived at this point having done a few.

The initial idea was to characterise some strengths of  food-growing projects around Birmingham, with 
an eye toward finding the most sustainable forms of  group activity. We preferred that those strengths 
would not be pre-defined; instead, we reckoned they'd reveal themselves after some fieldwork and 
analysis. 

For example we didn't approach it simply as a question about how much food is produced across the 
city; but rather as a set of  questions about what keeps relatively small-scale projects alive. While we are 
interested in both output and longevity, a small plot producing a little food over many seasons was of  
somewhat greater interest than that of  a large plot producing much food as a one-off. 

1.2	
 Categories of urban/community food growing
Community-based food growing might seem conceptually clear in some respects, but as we reflected 
doing this work, there are questions about what we mean by community, by food, and by growing. For 
example, do we mean schemes run by volunteers and/or 'community-based' institutions? Do fibres and 
cosmetics count as food? Does foraging count as growing?

After conversation and debate and a search of  the relevant literature, we have come up with these four 
categories of  urban/community food growing:

1.2.1	
 Allotments
Individuals or groups rent a plot of  land by the year. The land is often owned by a 
statutory body (e.g. the City Council) which is legally required to provide land for rent for 
the growing of  food. Allotment sites are usually run by a committee elected by the plot 
holders.
It is intended by law that food 
grown on allotment sites is for 
the family of  the plot holder.  
However, there are allotment 
plots that are used to grow food 
for sale on a small scale and this 
is usually ignored when there 
are sufficient unused plots for 
anyone wanting to grow food 
for their family. 

Plot holders are required to cultivate their land, but this can also be ignored if  tenants 
pay rent and when there are unused plots. Many new plot holders give up when they find 
how much hard work is involved. Many Allotment Associations are now starting new plot 
holders on half  or quarter sized plots. On sites with a waiting list of  people wanting to 
have an allotment, these rules are enforced, vigorously.

1.2.2	
 Grow Spaces
A relatively new invention, these usually take the form of  raised beds, often on formerly 
derelict land. They can be overseen by a community organisation (like a Residents’ 
Association). Having a smaller plot can be more attractive for novice gardeners who 
might find having an allotment too much to handle.
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1.2.3	
 Community Gardens
Many City Farms and Community Gardens let out allotment plots.  Others manage the 
site, as a whole, with volunteers, led by paid members of  staff  growing food for sale. The 
food is also used as an education tool, with groups of  school children having the chance 
to nibble on anything from a leaf  of  Mizuna to a pea, direct from the pod. The sales of  
fruit and vegetables make a very small contribution to the income of  the organisation 
(perhaps 1%). Preserves made by expert volunteers will extend the useful life of  the fruit 
and add to sales.

1.2.4	
 Urban Agriculture
Food growing on a larger in scale than community gardens (at least 1.5ha), usually with 
poly-tunnels. To have a fully commercial operation requires growing high value crops and 
selling to restaurants and customers willing to pay extra for their food. A social enterprise, 
wanting to supply low income families with locally grown food would need sufficient 
expertise and funding as the sale of  fruit and vegetables will not generate enough income 
to make the business sustainable.

1.3	
 Blurred boundaries . . .
All of  these categories have blurred boundaries. For example, if  a long-lived small plot is run mainly as 
a social inclusion project, and produces food partly as a function of  bringing people together, then it 
can be said some social inclusion projects are also good at providing food, and that means decisions 
aimed at promoting food growing should take social inclusion activities into account.

For example, Mrs. Eunice McGhie-Belgrave’s decades-spanning Shades of  Black project has brought the 
community together, has played a big part in social inclusion. Much the same can be said of  Balsall 
Heath City Farm. These two projects have operated largely as community-focused demonstration 
gardens. Shades of  Black has been particularly hands-on in sharing gardening knowledge and rewards, 
partly by setting it as one social activity among otherssuch as sewing circles and school fetes. 

1.4	
 The varied character of projects . . .
After talking with just a few people around the city we started to 
see that the character of  a given project was less clear than we'd 
initially imagined. More often than not, as with Shades of  Black, 
projects combine several aims and lines of  activity. We might see 
a project that starts out preparing young people for employment 
and soon finds itself  providing nutrition and mental health 
guidance. Conversely, a primary school gardening club might find 
itself  promoting community cohesion through harvest dinners, or 
organising teacher training to boost teachers’ confidence in 
leading outdoor education sessions. 

With this in mind when talking with project managers and 
among ourselves, we searched for clear ways of  differentiating 
among projects.

We looked at aims and focus; we looked at management styles; we looked at geographic location and 
social profiles. No matter which way we sliced it, though, it was usually impossible to identify a single 
overarching character. Blurry boundaries remained. 

1.5	
 What we can say
The short period of  fieldwork (October to December 2014) necessarily curtailed substantial 
research work on any number of  other points, the number of  projects visited, and the 
conversations we’ve had. What we can say, however is this:
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http://www.sobhelpproject.org.uk/
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http://www.stpaulstrust.org.uk/community/balsall-heath-city-farm/


✦ There are many community-based food growing projects around Birmingham 
✦ They vary in their aims, strategies and outcomes 
✦ We have surveyed a small but distinctive sample (i.e. not statistically representative)
✦  . . . which raises even more questions . . .
✦ Yet allows us to tell a few short stories about what’s out there and what works. 

2	
 The selection of projects for this research
2.1	
 Identifying and selecting projects to focus on

With consultation, I chose projects based on the features that distinguished the various growing projects 
from each other — and on availability of  respondents! Inevitably, this meant the focus wasn’t able to  
aggregate meaningful data across the spectrum of  community food growing projects, yet led toward a 
rich profile of  each of  them. 

Internet searches turned up more than a hundred projects past & present. Conversations with third 
sector workers, council officers, and local networkers turned up another two hundred, mostly 
allotments. Several projects turn out to have alternate names, or were are listed under a parent 
organisation, while showing up elsewhere as if  independent.

Any number of  projects have come and gone across a range of  
milieu, which means there's no one way of  looking for community 
food growing schemes. The Cheddar Road Chilli Garden project is an 
example. It seems to have started in connection with the Balsall 
Heath Biennale and some Arts Council funding. 

The chilli garden barely lasted a year, and was taken up as part of  
Thai Chitsiga's One Plot scheme, which in turn was abandoned after 
some serious vandalism at the main plot. Starting life as an art 

project meant being relatively unknown outside of  certain circles. Changing names and management a 
year later meant that one site might be regarded as two projects. The initial chilli garden had 
connections with Balsall Heath Forum. In turn, One Plot had strong ties with St. Paul's CDT, and the 
site is now managed in conjunction with Balsall Heath City Farm. But one would need to know where to 
look and who to ask in locating the two earlier projects . . .1

2.2	
 A note about past projects & their legacy . . . present projects
Past projects tend to have left some sort of  legacy, as 
with Concrete to Coriander, or GEML. These projects 
sometimes live on in by showing up in the socio-
historical record. They get mentioned in 
conversation, are cited as a model of  what did or 
didn’t work, or are associated with particular people 
and places. 

Present projects have verifiable evidence of  a 
current existence, and usually have a current 
contact. 

Rumoured projects are mentioned somewhere in 
writing or conversation, but haven't been verified with an address, contact details, or other useful 
evidence. 
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1	
 A 'social memory' of garden projects around Birmingham since ca. 1980 is contained by a surprisingly small number of individuals. Yet their knowledge 
is what stitches together the various gaps in the written record. The importance of that social memory, and of keeping it alive are matters for 
consideration elsewhere.

http://www.balsallheathbiennale.com/the_community_garden
http://www.balsallheathbiennale.com/the_community_garden
https://www.facebook.com/pages/One-Plot-urban-farming/356398154471066
https://www.facebook.com/pages/One-Plot-urban-farming/356398154471066


3	
What I asked about
3.1	
 The ‘set’ questions

In our search for distinguishing features, I asked about aims and focus, about management styles and 
about geographic location and social profiles. 

The following list sets out the main kinds of  questions I asked:

3.2	
 The nature of the conversations we have
This list was usually a starting point for broad-ranging conversation. In practice, we moved away from 
it if  it was clear that set questions were not getting at the character of  a project. Sometimes the 
conversation changed focus if  the project manager was not able or prepared to discuss various 
particulars; i.e. we often followed an open ended approach. 

In several instances, the conversation about a project extended to philosophical or personal motives 
and impetus for the wider project. Descriptions of  who does what usually led to discussions of  
management styles, which in turn often homed in on a personal sense of  mission. Other discussions of  
participants usually touched on social profiles (e.g. young people, disadvantaged people, the 
unemployed, people with learning requirements, or other special needs). 

4	
 Sustainable strategies for projects
4.1	
 The variety of strategies

Projects survive through a variety of  strategies, schemes and means. 

Most volunteer-led projects rely on the energy of  a key person or core group, plus the occasional input 
of  money or work done by paid partners, e.g. park rangers, community centre staff, or partners with 
more established resources. These one-person operations are legendary, and rightly so, but the people 
driving them eventually turn to other things.

Some community-based projects have had funding for materials, if 
not for salaries at one time or another; e.g. as either a paid worker 
such as Monica Lee at Stanhope, or as material support, e.g. BITA 
Garden Pathways underwriting allotments costs. 

Some organisations run projects that have enough income to pay 
several staff. The clearest examples are Salop Drive Market Garden 
which survives through selling produce to subscribers, statutory 
contracts and grants from Charitable Trusts, and Growing Gains, 
which contracts with local schools.

Projects that meet some but not all of  their basic needs differ in 
the strategy they use to survive. Some, like Castle Bromwich Hall 

Gardens Trust manage by scaling back the work that gets done. Others, like Edible Eastside are redirecting 
the business toward more viable schemes.

Project name
Project description & category
Address, contact details, website

Years active

Area under cultivation

Paid staff
Volunteers/clients
Who does what

Details of main tasks
Measures of activity
Income
Produce
Other outcomes

What works
what you’d like to see
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Roots and Renewal has steady commercial partner in 
their supply fruit and veg to the Aston Villa Football 
Club Hospitality, who in turn runs a work 
placement scheme that provides some labour for the 
allotments. 

(The photo on the right is of  their allotment; see the 
Aston Villa  news about the allotment blogposts 
here.)

In addition, R&R finds funding for training and 
social inclusion schemes that bring in people from 
disadvantaged households and communities.

Aside from financial sustainability, three important issues are:
✦ How to develop and maintain the number of  participants
✦ The quantities of  food grown and how it is used
✦ Delivery of  related outcomes like health gains, employability, and social cohesion.

4.2	
 The keys to success are plural, not singular
The keys to success are plural, not singular. Experience in horticulture or agriculture, in managing 
community projects, in business, and in networking are each essential. In some respects, Bob Tyler of  
Roots and Renewal and the Villa chef  Peter Reed have formed a mentoring partnership between a large 
business and a social entrepreneur. Bob’s links with local industry and educational institutions have 
helped him foster this programme in ways that might not work in places that haven’t got the wider 
networks established. 

4.3	
 A wide spectrum of social outcomes
Projects that focus on social outcomes – e.g. health and cohesion related concerns – present a spectrum 
that ranges from the regular volunteers who are growing food at independent organisations like 
Martineau Gardens and BITA Pathways, to larger transient groups, such as schools with Growing Gains and 
Balsall Heath City Farm. In the middle are projects like Kingstanding Food Community, Castle Bromwich Hall 
Gardens, and Edible Eastside, whose participants may range in number and duration, which in turn may 
help or hinder the project and its outcomes.

5	
 Concluding remarks from the Birmingham Food Council
What we can conclude from this research is that there’s many a vibrant community growing fruit 
and veg in the city on some 8,300 plots, perhaps as many as 9,000 if  we take school veg plots into 
account, in addition to what’s grown in over 250,000 gardens2 and our ~600 parks.

Each adds to the sense of  Birmingham’s wellbeing, each contributes a significant amount to the 
literal greening of  our city — as well as meaning so much to the individuals directly involved. 
We salute them all, and celebrate their impact on the city and all our lives.
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2 The 2011 Census tells us the city has 425,095 dwellings of which 46,449 are detached, 147,412 are semis, 125,101 terraced.

View across the city from the Lickey Hills

http://www.avhe.co.uk/news-from-the-allotment/blog
http://www.avhe.co.uk/news-from-the-allotment/blog
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birmingham%23/media/File:Birmingham_panorama_from_the_Lickey_Hills.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birmingham%23/media/File:Birmingham_panorama_from_the_Lickey_Hills.jpg


Other useful info freely available on the web
Church, A et al (2015) 'Growing your own': A multi-level modelling approach to understanding 
personal food growing trends and motivations in Europe. Ecological Economics, Vol 110. February 
2015.

Cooper, Kate (2013) The value of  urban agriculture. Part 3, Birmingham 2050 Scenarios Project 
Report (contains full bibliography). The New Optimists Forum.

Jegou, Francois & Carey, Joy (2015) Creating space for sustainable food systems in urban communities: 
Practical approaches and examples for cities. URBACT II. 

Sandwell NHS Primary Care Trust (2008) Growing healthy communities: A community agriculture 
strategy for Sandwell 2008-2012

Sustainweb (2013). Growing success: The impact of  Capital Growth on community food growing in 
London

Vis, Farida (2013) Everyday growing cultures: Connecting communities through data. Slideshare.
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http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800914003693
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800914003693
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800914003693
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0921800914003693
http://aldsys.co.uk/newoptimists/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2013/06/The-Birmingham-2050-Scenarios-Report_June-2013.pdf
http://aldsys.co.uk/newoptimists/wp-content/blogs.dir/22/files/2013/06/The-Birmingham-2050-Scenarios-Report_June-2013.pdf
http://www.birminghamfoodcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/CreatingSpace4SustainableFoodSystemsInUrabCommunitieis.pdf
http://www.birminghamfoodcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/CreatingSpace4SustainableFoodSystemsInUrabCommunitieis.pdf
http://www.birminghamfoodcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/CreatingSpace4SustainableFoodSystemsInUrabCommunitieis.pdf
http://www.birminghamfoodcouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/CreatingSpace4SustainableFoodSystemsInUrabCommunitieis.pdf
http://www.idealforall.co.uk/downloads/category/14-growing-opportunities
http://www.idealforall.co.uk/downloads/category/14-growing-opportunities
http://www.idealforall.co.uk/downloads/category/14-growing-opportunities
http://www.idealforall.co.uk/downloads/category/14-growing-opportunities
http://www.sustainweb.org/publications/?id=264
http://www.sustainweb.org/publications/?id=264
http://www.sustainweb.org/publications/?id=264
http://www.sustainweb.org/publications/?id=264
http://www.slideshare.net/Stichting_SURF/everyday-day-growing-cultures-connecting-communities-through-data
http://www.slideshare.net/Stichting_SURF/everyday-day-growing-cultures-connecting-communities-through-data

